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Hong Kong University Press is honoured that Xu Bing, whose art explores the 
complex themes of language across cultures, has written the Press's name in his 
Square Word Cal1igraphy. This signals our commitment to cross-cultural 吐吐nking
and the distinctive nature of our English-language books published in China. 

"At first glance, Square Word Cal1igraphy appears to be nothing more unusual 
than Chinese characters, but in fact it is a new way of rendering English words 
in the format of a square so they resemble Chinese characters. Chinese viewers 
expect to be able to read Square Word Calligraphy but cannot. Western viewers, 
however are surprised to find they can read it. Delight erupts when meaning is 
unexpectedly revealed." 

- Britta Erickson, The Art ofXu Bing 
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3 
Vico and Philological Criticism 

Those who occupy the heights of power yearn for the immense and 
the infinite. 

Giambattista Vico, On the 5tudy Methods of Our Time 

Beg叫g in 喇叭eapolitan thinker and critic, Gω泊m叫m帥咖心叫bat圳batti扯耐t仗耐tist川∞

opened each acade凹mic year at the University of Naples with an “勻Inaugura叫al 
Oration" delivered on October 18, the Feast Day of St. Luke. As Professor of 
Rhetoric, it was his job to introduce new university students to the nature, aims, 
and traditions of education while at the same time elaborating his own ever-
deepening sense of its components, purposes, and ideals 

His speech of 1708 was special for several reasons and in many ways. It was 
lengthier, more formal, and more elaborate because he aimed it not only at his 
students but also direct1y to those in power. In 1月7， as part of the Europe-wide 
"War of Spanish Succession" (1月1-14)， Austria had driven Spain from control 
of Naples - a mark of the Spanish Empire's decline - and the University's 
administration had decided to dedicate the opening academic ceremonies of 
1708 to the new imperial ruler. Vico delivered his lecture, On the 5tudy Methods 
of Our Time, before the Austrian Emperor's representative who embodied the 
all too secular competition between Joseph 1 and the Vatican. The Austrian 
Viceroy and Captain General of Naples was Vincenzo Cardinal Grimani, whom 
Pope Clement XI considered excommunicating for representing the Habsburgs' 
interests with too much enthusiasm.1 Keeping this setting in mind steadies our 
sense of Vico' s political interests in this lecture that is so evidently concerned 
with educational theory and human anthropology. Vico laid out for the city's 
political as well as intellectual and academic elites a daring and expansive 
prospect of the pedagogic and civil purposes of intellectual method within the 
university and the city to which it belonged.2 
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Nearly three hundred years later, faced with the welcome opportunity to 
speak under the auspices of the Faculty of Arts to an audience including post-
graduates whose auditing credits them with study in method, 1 start a series of 
lectures by invoking Vico's grand accomplishment. 1 do so not because we are 
older and wiser and more modern than he - that is, not to correct or admonish 
- but also not because we should or can only be his poor echo, merely an 
anxious shadow of his original greatness. 1 bring Vico before you to start this 
series of talks because he is an essential figure in supporting and elaborating 
the small cadre of loving intellectual workers who study criticism, poesis, and 
power hoping to make something permanent of humanity' s historical potential. 

The cadre is small but impressive, including Plato, Machiavelli, Aristotle, and 
Bacon for Vico and, for us, as 1 will suggest in succeeding talks, Erich Auerbach, 
Edward Said, William Empson, and others. 

Although Vico's great work is the final edition of The New Science (1744), an 
exceedingly original, inventive, and difficult expression of a lifetime' s reflection 
on poetry, education, law, philosophy, and politics, 1 will speak mostly about the 
1708 oration, De r叫tri temporis studiorum r叩日at叩
1叮片可1切加fηmηle叫t吋).31 have two reasons fo凹rt血hi站s choice: f晶lr可"S討t， Vico' s lecture is an excellent model 
and second, it anticipates a great deal of what follows in his career. With some 
additions and qualifications, we can maintain faith with his accomplishments. 

All critical humanists must study Vico so they might decide if they will 
embrace not all the details of his program but the basic historical and aesthetic 
principles of his method and thinking. My aim is to encourage you to take him 
very seriously as an interlocutor in our collective work on and with literatures 
and literary cultures. 1 will contend throughout these lectures that literary 
humanists, scholars, and critics devoted to the litterae humaniores should think 
of themselves in ways that are now rather uncommon, unfashionable, and 
institutionally difficult to imagine and maintain. If we literary humanists do 
not know Vico well, we diminish our capacities and contribute to a cultural 
amnesia the effect of which is nothing less than barbarism. Vico himself and the 
tradition of work he exemplifies offer moral, intellectual, and political resources 
that our societies need and that, for the most par 
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been the case, from Thucydides' description of linguistic decay during the 
plague years of The Peloponnesian Wars to Camus's echo of that trope in La Peste. 
Writing in 1929, Samuel Beckett gave us to understand that cheapened or as he 
put it when speaking of global English, "polite language," becomes available 
again with new force in its very putrefaction and, he adds, this is a perfectly 
Vichian insight.4 

If the media and political speech have hollowed out this essential word, 
“crisis," which like so many other words we will discuss became common in 
English during the Renaissance, then not only academic careerist repetition 
but also more grievous Gnostic forms of intellection further its undermining. 
Historicall予 the very conditions and practice that damaged this word bring it 
back. The 0φrd English Dictionary shows that usage confirms what Beckett 
understood, that "crisis" has now become a vacuous gesture of repetition that 
as a plain placeholder in people's speech more than ironically, viciously, creates 
the familiar: "now applied esp. to times of difficulty, insecurity, and suspense in 
politics or commerce." Merely historical consciousness notes this contextualized 
usage and proposes various analyses of its causes. Vichian historical humanism, 
however, not only contextualizes, conceptualizes, and "historicizes" - but it 
remembers and releases the results ofhumanlabor, the commonplaces, embedded 
in the materiallanguage we inherit and should preserve. What has died in the 
anti-human, historical reading can recove耳 aiming to preserve not only past 
human work as a resource and tradition, but the very idea of the species as 
historically human. Beckett, speaking of the Vichian elements in J oyce' s renewal 
of language, puts it this way: "There is an endless verbal germination, maturation, 
putrefaction, the cyclic dynamism of the intermediate. This reduction of various 
expressive media to their primitive economic directness, and the fusion of these 
primal essences into an assimilated medium for the exteriorization of thought, 
is pure Vico, and Vico, applied to the problem of style.叮

We will return to the question of style at several points in these lectures, 
especially when we approach Vico's heir, Erich Auerbach's reading of Dante. 
For now, we follow Beckett's Joycean and Vichian authority to recover μcrisis" 
for our usage, not only about our moment, but for the entire set of threats that 
Vico' s work h 
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analyses. It involves the alignment of anti-humanistic, indeed Gnostic intellectual 
ambitions, with now common political authoritarianism that increasingly relies 
upon not only capital investment in new forms of corporatism, but persistent 
transformations in the nature and function of knowledge, and especially their 
effects upon education. 

I find myself using the term "Gnostic" in this Vichian context in a way similar 
to Slav吋 ZiZek in an inten扭吭 "On Divine Self-Limitation and Revolutionary 
Love," from 2004.6 ZiZ益zek's remarks work as a crit位icism of the c∞ont跆emporaryhe剖lr
t切oDe臼sa缸rtes， Alain Badi站ou札1， and I allude to them her肥e precisely for tl出ha刮t reason. In 
substance, ZiZek and I agree on what we mean by Gnosticism but we part ways 
over its value. ZiZek fits his own anti-humanism and anti-historicism into an 
anti-secularism that warns against conceiving of the Western God of Jewish and 
Christian monotheism anthropocentrically. 

ZiZek embraces a kind of weak Gnosticism that, setting aside for the moment 
his claim of its Jewish origins, repeatedly appears in habits of mind that typify 
modern philosophy and physical science. We will see the second of these points 
later when we touch on remarks by great physicists. The Gnostic habit of mind 
is, howeve耳 much more pervasive in the humanities than it should be, common 
even among those who have little idea of its persistence in their work. In the 
Vichian context, not only do ancient thinkers such as the Stoics and moderns like 
Descartes and his heirs fall within this practice, but so do the many intellectuals 
who have faith in various sorts of anti-historicist practices to liberate us from the 
fallen ruined time of politicallimits. 

ZiZek states the matter simply at first: “The basic message of religion, to put 
it in a nutshell, is that humanity cannot stand on its own." A good Baconian, 

Zi主ek expresses his admiration for what he calls "Jewish iconoclasm," which 
he insists is not antagonistic to Christianity. Indeed, iconoclastic destructions 
of anthropocentrism find their fulfillment, he contends, in Christianity. ZiZek's 
thinking has about it, though, a strange residue of perhaps Kierkegaardian 
meditation. His iconoclasm morphs into a familiar Protestant Incarnationalism 
so habitual and assuring, one presumes，的 to be at home now in the Vatican. 
μImages of God," he writes, are not proscribedμbecause God is tout au 
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Here 1 may be approaching not so much Gnosticism as certain not a little 
bit heretical twists [sic] , because 1 want to say not only that humanity 
only knows God through Christ but also that only through Christ does 
God know himself. We all know that thi日 is a well-known gnostic, or 
not so much gnostic as a certain mystic tradition or heretical move, this 
idea 出at our knowledge of God is divine self-knowledge，副ld 80 on. 

This is so pathetic that we can only laugh at it. Importantl予 though， it tells us 
a great deal about the motivation of the anti-historicism, anti-humanism of our 
times and Vico' s. This new wave of Gnostic or near-Gnostic ambitions, coming 
after a generation that took seriously the idea that there could be no poetry after 
Auschwitz, that ruin was inevitable, reflects nothing less than an inability to 
stand in the face of human self-knowledge stripped of the comforting error of 
divine infusion. Politics seems unable to redeem time, and so the Christ appears, 
ready at hand to those with certain kinds of partial memories, ready to comfort 
us once more. The great courage of Vico's work，的 1 hope to make clear, is that 
the human is always without the divine; that the Incarnation - whether or not 
cast as religion - is a diversion from the human responsibility for civilization 
and the ecosystem. 

Having invoked Adorno, 1 must mention his remarkable essay on 
commitment to sharpen my own objection toZiZek and those like him. (1 will, 
however, follow Vico and warn against intellectual models.) Adorno carefully 
distinguished the crudities of engagement - closely identified with Sartre and 
elements in Brecht - to make clear the critical indeed utopian possibilities of 
art that honors its own highest formal obligations. Although Adorno carefully 
discriminated between his position and the traditional French value of art for 
art' s sake, readers sometimes confuse the two. Art for art is not the alternative 
to engagement; rather, form manifests those human capacities that negate by 
the evidence of their very existence both the truth of existing norms and their 
necessity. The same kind of claim might be made for Gnostic ambitions such as 
ZiZek' s or even Badiou' s. One way in which Vico helps us is to elaborate Adorno' s 
position to discriminate those acts of mind, apparently true to themselves as 
counter to what they take to be "the dominant," which nonetheless willfully 
destroy the historical project of a humanity self-responsible and self-made, free 
of illusion and coveting divine reflection. Within the modern, in other words, are 
fully "modernized" tendencies to reversion, to religion, to supposed origins more 
authentic than the historicist humanism Vico's studies traced and theorized. 

Vico opened his lecture of 1708, standing before the assembly of church, 
empire, and university, with a clear critique of the profound similar 
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Baconian intellectual ambition and the tyrannical potential of modern politics 
and of the professors who evaded their‘ responsibility to examine this alignment 
while practicing, narcissistically, in their own domains. Vico stands forth as an 
avatar of the litterae humaniores who transforms his tradition into the highest 
form of modernit予 conceiving the human as having come into being historically 
and as having its best chance to fulfill its limited historical possibilities only 
within the consciousness, knowledge, and patience of finitude's humility. 

Vico's thinking is historicist in at least three ways. First, it knows itself 
as emerging from his profound and patient study of Western civilizations' 
various stages, formations, and transformations. Second, it knows itself as 
having come into being as a mark of humanity's modernity, its movement from 
spiritualism, mere naturalism, and superstition. It knows this movement was a 
struggle against persistent pre-modern formations as well as their persistence in 
modern practices, especially as arrogant aspirations to infinitude of power and 
theory. Third, and finally, it transforms this historical modernity into the active 
memory of a modern humanist thinker who never forgets the finite, malleable, 

and imperfect nature of the species that always only inhabits history as its own 
product - indeed, despite its worst dishonest and murderous phantasms, as its 
only possible habitation. 

Vico's humanistic legacy demands that literary intellectuals celebrate and 
honor human historicism and humans as historical. Moreove耳 it vivifies the 
persistent threats to the achievement of the human as historical. It characterizes 
them for us as not only anti-historical and anti-humanist but also as anti-human, 
doing this, again moreo羽毛 within an a1together historical human account of 
all the errors that immaturely hope to find redemptive infinitude, certainty, or 
permanent authoritarian rule. In other words, the close alignment between certain 
interesting intellectual and institutional practices in the domains of knowledge 
and education appear in all too clear relations with tyrannical state power that 
not only has no respect for historical memory and qualification, but little if any 
respec七 at least in potential, for the human itself.7 We will see evidence for this 
co吋unction later on when we address directly the realities of "psychological 
torture," a regime of 
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horrible possibility as the result of a particular but long-tirne loorning alignrnent 
between rnodern intellectual arnbition and state authority. It is in the horrendous 
context of putrefied civillife for the species that the word μcrisis" recovers its 
force. It had never lost it for those such as Auerbach and Said,8 who knew that 
Vico' s historical studies presented far too rnany cases of such arrogant "hurnan" 
aspirations and their dreadful consequences to relapse into either indifferent 
professionalisrn or Gnostic servitude to the anti-hurnan. Following Vico, such 
intellectuals saw, rneasured, and understood the disadvantages for life in those 
rejected options and chose instead to work within the historical traditions that 
forrned thern and the hurnan to elaborate poesy, the creative, laborious，血nite

life of culture and civility. A cornbination of arrogant intellectual error and 
authoritarian violence, especially as together they destroy the very possibility 
of finite hurnanity and its lirnited perfectibility, threatens both as fact and as 
possibility all that poesy represents. 

Vico starts his lecture expressing adrniration for Francis Bacon's "srnall 
but priceless treatise" (De dignitate et de augmentis scientiarum) for ernphasizing 
the value of knowledge production in rnodernity and specifying the particular 
disciplines and practices we should add to our tradition toμenlarge our stock 
of knowledge" (SM 3-4). Bacon and Vico share the classical and liberal ideal 
of perfectibility, but Bacon drearns of achieving this by expanding the dornain 
of knowledge, indeed, by producing knowledge as a necessary and suf自cient
dornain for hurnan aspiration and activity: “ so that hurnan wisdorn rnay be 
brought to cornplete perfection" (SM 4). Vico does not share Bacon's vision of 
the rnodern for two reasons. First, its totalizing arnbition is reductive in a way 
that leaves behind all that tradition and older forrns of life rnight offer to irnagine 
and fulfill the aspiration to and practices of hurnan wisdorn. Second, it is not 
only willfully arnnesiac but also violent1y arrogant and uncornfortably close in 
kind and arnbition to then new forrns of irnperial and authoritarian political 
arnbition. Vico' s language, always precise, rewards the sort of attention that 
literary readers properly learn frorn the study of poerns - this is a point which 
Vico hirnself insists upon later in his lecture. 

Vico' s lecture is closely critical of 
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But, while he discovers a new cosmos of sciences, the great Chancellor 
proves to be rather a pioneer of a completely new universe than a 
prospector of this world of ours. His vast demands so exceed the 
utmost extent of man's effort that he seems to have indicated how we 
fall short of achieving an absolutely complete system of sciences rather 
than how we may remedy our cultural gaps. (SM 4) 

[Sed dum novum Sαentiarium retegit Orbem, novo magis, quam 
nostro Terrarum Orbe se dignum probat. Etenim eius vasta desideria 
adeo humanum industriam exuperant, ut potius quid nobis ad 
absolutissimam Sapientiam nesessario desit, quam quod suppleri 
posit, ostendisse videatur. lO

] 

Gianturco translates μretegit" with "pioneer" as he renders "probat" as 
prospect. His excellent notes do not record that the trope,“retegit Orbem," opens 
up or discloses a new world, derives from the Aeneid, in a line spoken by Juno to 
Venus, in conflict over Dido's fate and the fate of empires. Specifically, Juno says, 
"Venatum Aeneas unaque miserrima Dido / in nemus ire parant, ubi primos 
crastinus ortus extulerit Titan, radiisque retexerit orbem."n [“When tomorrm也1'S

Titan / first shows his rays of light, reveals the world, / Aeneas and unhappy 
Dido plan to hunt together in the forest."12] The great Chancellor's ambitions 
are, indeed, Titanic, placed in the echo of disaster, figured in a classical trope, 
and marked with a worry about the human aspiration to divine clarity and 
imperial power. This last is the fir討 soft sounding of Vico' s objections to those 
moderns who substitute totalizing regimes of knowledge for a more complex, 
nuanced, and entangling poetics that forestalls these ambitions with historical 
and practical experience and values other than analytic power - specificall多

value associated with memor予 language， imagination, poetr予 eloquence， and 
prudence. 

Gianturc。這 translation renders perfectly Vico' s sense of the dangers inherent 
in Baconian ambitions. Throughout this lecture, Vico weighs the advantages 
and disadvantages of classical and modern study methods, which requires 
him to specify terms of measurement by comparison between practice, idea, 
and context. Bacon's grand ambition, totalizing, 的 it seems, has disadvantages 
inherent in its own values. Gianturco's "rather than" [quam quod] indicates a 
divide in history and human effort, a choice (even if it seems impersonal) to 
abandon the effort to supplement our culture, which alludes back to "this world 
of ours" [nostro Terrarum Orbe]. Bacon's project has the advantage of defining 
its own impossibility, given the finitude of human capacities in producing 
a complete and defining knowledge system, but it has the disadvantage of 
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obscuring what is humanly possible, namely achievement as supplement within 
human activity.13 Human effort is inadequate to the Baconian ambition but not to 
the process of cultural supplementation. The human, quite c1early, has its place 
in the cultural and has the cultural as its place. Vico's quick gesture in producing 
this figure that ties the human to work as and in culture anticipates the sonority 
of his epistemological c1aim that humans can only know what they make - a 
c1aim upon which all historical humanism comes to rest. 

Baconian ambition not only has the disadvantage of turning mind, labo巳
and love away from culture as the needed and appropriate sphere of human 
achievement - disproving with its ambition its own legitimacy - but it has 
definite, unavoidable, and dire consequences as a subversion of what the 
human has made. This is an important moment in Vico and an important 
moment for those who would learn to isolate those c1aims to modernity that 
are themselves destructive of its very possibility. Vico's profound and long-
lasting disagreements with Descartes derive both from his fear of Descartes' s 
blindness to the consequences of his advocacy for analytic practices as the 
modern and from the regressive nature of Cartesian ambitions that repeat past 
errors and would reverse the emergent achievements of the historically human. 
Of course, Vico understands the modern to be the historical result of human 
effort to produce the human as historical, to produce wisdom of the human's 
foundational modern achievement, achieving and knowing its own historicality. 
That Cartesians c1aim to be modern, especially in the battle with the ancients, 
is obvious. Vico, as we shall 自己 indicts their c1aim with the charge that they 
ignorant1y reproduce earlier moments of thought and practice and that they 
share a genealogy with political authoritarianism and with pre-modern anti-
historicist practices of the sort modern historical humanity constant1y struggled 
to survive. 

Gianturco gives us μretegit" as pioneer because of the philological 
complexities involved in Vico's original, which this English nicely carries. 
"Pioneer" is not only a military term - fitting to the Virgilian echoes - that 
suggests a going ahead, a scouting out, and so an uncovering or disc10sing in 
the sense of being among the first to c1ear or investigate a space or μworld." 
The English also gives us the military sense so right to this context, of 
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that conflicting empires enact. “Thus Bacon acted in the intellectua1 fie1d like 
the potentates of mighty empires, who, having gained supremacy in human 
affairs, squander great wea1th in attempts against the order of Nature herself, 
by paving the seas with stones, mastering mountains with sail, and other vain 
exp10its forbidden by nature" (SM 4). Vichian criticism is profound1y ethica1 
as well as po1itica1: profligacy joined with arrogance indicts this mode1 of self-
described modernity. It is not that Bacon isμagainst" nature, against the finitude 
of human nature that is his greatest crime, or that he turns the human away 
from the constructive projects of supp1ementation. The Baconian exhausts 
both the inherited resources of human achievement by denying them care and 
transformation by perverting their results into a project, the very possibility of 
which depends upon the processes of human historica1 emergence that it wou1d 
destroy. Stupid1y, the Baconian project is self-consuming as well as destructive 
of the species' achievements. Its sin or error is in not recognizing itself either 
through its simi1arities to its own predecessors or judging accurate1y its own 
consequences - its advantages and disadvantages. Because the imperium 
of know1edge knows nothing of 10sses but on1y gains, it abhors comparative 
historicism that does not reduce mere1y to the taxonomy of contemporary 
power. Above all, since it does not understand that the re1evance of human 
achievements is to the civility and vitality of human life and history and not to 
the tyranny of know1edge, it fai1s the test comparison shou1d adduce, name1y, 
which cu1tura1 practices and ways of knowing form the best mode of life. 
Moreove巳 arresting history in its own auto廿10s， it reverses the emergence of 
the historically human, so denies the species its greatest accomplishment, and 
closes the future, as such, as a possibility for imagination and continued self-
making. This arrogant ambition is a reversion that threatens barbarism, a point 
Vico makes by associating it with imperia1 power' s ambitions, and that 1 will 
make here by disclosing the figure it forms with torture. 

Vico contrasts μretegit Orbem" withμprobat，" as Gianturco contrasts 
pioneer with prospect. (Later in the 1ecture, Vico claims he wou1d admire these 
pioneers if their predictions he1d, which he fee1s they will not.) Giving "nostro 
Terrarum Orbe se dignum probat" as prospec 
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of a substantive, of an established attitude or fixed position that creates the 
very horizon it explores. The OED puts it this way:μA place which affords an 
open and extensive view; a look-out." It examines what is and establishes the 
possibility of probing, makes it a permanent way of being alert and thinking, of 
doing intellectual work. We know the trope from poetry, from Milton' s prospect 
moments in Paradise Lost to Walt Whitman' s grandly entitled Democratic Vistas. To 
view, or in terms that echo recent criticism, to enframe or spatialize is inherently 
different from the pioneering ambitions that align themselves with the profligacy 
of imperial powers.15 Vico makes a sharp contrast between pioneering the effort 
to displace the prospective by the substitution of a new world for ours, and 
the project he describes, of placing knowledge and state ambitions within a 
larger ethical and political set of judgments and practices more likely to sustain 
historical humanity's admittedly limited efforts to supplement its cultural 
needs.μNo doubt," Vico concludes following these opening remarks on Bacon, 
"all that man is given to know is, like man himself, limited and imperfect" 
(SM 4). It is inhuman and unreasonable to have expectations that go against 
these prospects, so much so that they come into being as violent barbarisms 
and uncaring fantasies of the type common among those who plan to substitute 
their worlds for ours. Rather than the anticipatory work of prospect or prolepsis, 
Bacon and Descartes undermine and pioneer. The difference appears subtle, but 
in Vico' s historical thinking, it is the difference between regression to barbarism 
and serving the species' ambition to have a historical future as the field of its 
imagination and will. 

As you can see, 1 have read Vico' s opening paragraphs as a staging of the 
very complex human historicality and desire that education, the principle topic 
of this lecture, must address. From this subtly contrived literary set piece, Vico 
elaborates his carefully historicized and balanced analysis of the advantages and 
disadvantages of different life regimes as a set of choices confronting humans 
and especially intellectuals within the developments of human capacities called 
modernity. Vico claims that "Every study method may be said to be made up 
of three things: instruments, complementary aids, and the aim envisaged" 
(SM 6), and while his point is that it is an error 
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Vico begins with a sirnple but basic point that he addresses not only to those 
in power but also to students: scholars and researchers rnust accept that study 
has airns - it is and never can be purposeless. Students and scholars rnight 
deny knowledge of or care for their work's airns or the effects of the practices 
they acquire, but that does not deny their existence and consequence. "Airns" 
always exist; the problern is to bring thern under sorne sort of conscious intent. 

lndeed, Vico' s cornrnents stand as a prolepsis against conforrnisrn, inertia, and 
willessness. Above all, they start out frorn the judgrnent that study and scholarly 
work are inseparable frorn the civil world of prudence and eloquence, of politics 
and culture, and put in perspective the continuing and now all too cornrnon 
defenses of ideological disinterest or detachrnent of the sort associated with 
Stanley Fish and his disciples戶 Michel Foucault used to describe the great 
rnajority of work done in disciplines as anonyrnous. Not only was Foucault 
interested in the regularities of power systerns beyond the categories of rnyths 
of individualized creativity, but he also analyzed the persistence of power in 
projects not begun but carried out by the fields thernselves, especially by the 
Baconian regirnes of knowledge I power. For Vico, not adrnitting to or knowing 
of the central and necessary part airns play in all research and study is willful 
ignorance, self-serving ernbrace of the status quo, and an irresponsible because 
fundarnental betrayal of self-preparation as a hurnanistic intellectual, indeed, 
as a historical hurnan being. Vico puts the issue in a quite rnodern rnetaphor: 
“ As for the airn, it should circulate, like a blood-strearn, through the entire body 
of the learning process. Consequentl予 just as the blood's pulsation rnay best 
be studied at the spot where the arterial beat is rnost perceptible, so the airn of 
our study rnethods shall be treated at the point where it assurnes the greatest 
prorninence" (SM 6). Not only does Vico'sμshould" rernind us that there is dead 
study and research but it tells us how uninteresting that is. It is not the sarne 
as anonyrnous work because it has no heartbeat, which alone rnakes the work 
interesting for any educator or hurnanist who wants to cornpare its values and 
prospects. 

If we are to instruct students as to the need for work to have airns and alert 
thern to the fact that anonyrnous work has airns not their own, then we rnust find 
a way to work out what seerns to be 
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process" (SM 6). Keeping the aim in sight during the learning is a specific instance 
of how the student, properly trained, probes our world, prospects, if you will 
Vico's word here is "spectare." All study has intention and purpose almost, as it 
were, independently of those who develop from apprentices to masters; proper 
education must, howeve耳 from the beginning (princi戶的) and throughout both 
form a sense of purposes' necessity and of the specific purposes structurally 
enabled by a living course of work. Mastery involves control more than rote 

hence, as we will see, Vico' s later dissatisfaction with modern philosophy' s 
reenactment of the Pythagorean relation between master and auditor. Teachers, 
however, play a fundamental role in preparing students, that is, teachers must 
alert the students to the purposes coursing through the methods and positions 
they profess. This in turn requires that the professors know and understand 
what they do, not merely in terms of the other two aspects of method, namely 
instrumentalities and bibliographies, but in terms of the aims that they 
themselves embody and, almost virall多 transmit.

Later in his lecture, Vico compares ancient education under a master 
philosopher - Aristotle and Socrates are differing paradigms - with the chaoses 
of modern university education. Entire faculties teach within a Baconian regime 
of knowledge but often from completely incoherent and competitive points of 
view. Rather than celebrate the supposed pleasures of liberal pluralism, Vico 
worries the consequences of an intellectual incoherence that, we might sa多
makes choices of method and purpose seem to be merely life or taste choices 
among a range of authorized positions. In other words, Vico worries about what 
now seems so common in and among literary studies, choosing a "research 
paradigm," which is merely only a licensed way of speaking, among competing 
modes. The lifeblood, so to speak, of this model is the cacophony among 
competitors.17 

It is a given that each method of learning and each form of knowledge 
emerges from the even more important historical decision to subordinate - in 
Bacon's dream - human life to a domain of knowledge production and power. 
By contrast, the critical, ethical, and political task of educated, eloquent, and 
prudent citizens must be to know and judge the prospects and alliances inherent 
in all methods of study. Educators must prepare students to turn in the direct 
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that despite the great technical power that derive from these techniques, which are 
so deeply rooted in Descartes' s works as their philosophical and methodological 
bases, they diminish human capacities to educate citizen intel1ectuals in the 
tasks needed to create vibrant societies. Let me assure you that my interest in 
this part of Vico' s work is not merely antiquarian. His thinking has persistent 
value precisely because he reveals that the anti-humanistic and anti-historicist 
errors active in Descartes's methods repeat earlier projects, especially those of 
the Greek Stoics, and establish the continuing Gnostic ambitions of philosophers 
and "critics" working now. 

Vico' s worries about Descartes find their strongest expression in a few pages 
from his book of 1710, On the Most Ancient Wisdom of the Italia肘，18 upon which 
he worked when writing his 1709 oration on study methods. Not surprisingly, 
he makes similar political and civil objections to Descartes's project as he does 
to Bacon' s, linking them both to excesses of power: “Descartes has done what 
those who become tyrants have always wanted to dO."19 Vico believes Bacon's 
ambitions are imperial whereas Descartes's are tyrannical. Who can separate 
or rank these horrors now? Vico's indictment of Descartes was relentless and 
although he sometimes expressed admiration for Descartes' s achievements in 
mathematics and study, he never expressed sympathy for or alliance with any 
aspect of the Cartesian techniques of analysis and critique. 

Bacon's overweening ambition to substitute a regime of knowledge for 
the prudence of history at least taught the limits of human capacity - it came 
to the acknowledged truth of human finitude - and despite its critique of the 
tribes' idols, it did not rol1 about in the glories of ignorance or the hatred of 
reading. Descartes, by contrast, and despite his own formation - we might say, 
betraying his own formation - advocated, taught, a line of work that misled 
the young, found followers whose repetitions of the master Descartes did 
not dismiss, and figura l1y urged the burning of libraries and the relegation of 
languages to the domain of the serving classes. Edward Said's book, Beginnings: 
Intention and Method,2O rests upon Vico's thinking at no point more than in Said's 
critique of "filiations," the genealogical model represented by the English novel 
of imperial culture and by the lines of authority and influence that create filial 
r 
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Like Descartes, tyrants 

came to power by proclaiming the cause of freedom. But once they 
are assured of powe耳 they become worse tyrants than the original 
oppressors. In fact, Descartes has caused the reading of other 
philosophers to be neglected by claiming that, through the force of 
naturallight, any man can know as much as others ever knew. Young 
simpletons readily fall under his spell because the long labor of much 
reading is tiresome, and it is a great pleasure to the mind to learn so 
much so quickl于 (184)

Later, Vico will insist on the likeness between the proper forms of prudent 
education and reading, which it turns out share qualities with the very processes 
of poe年 In this essay, howeve耳 his concerns are more mundane: Descartes 
authorized ignorance; his authority both indulges the rather beastly form of 
mental pleasure that comes with confident license in one' s own methods, and 
it destroys not merely historical understanding but the essential prospect of 
comparison. Cartesians care not to know by comparison and cannot since their 
assumption of "naturallight," properly trained, throws a basket not only over 
all other work but also over the very possibility that others' works might throw 
their own light! 

Having aligned the Cartesian practice with tyranny and ignorance, Vico 
had no hesitation in painting Descartes as a liar who deceived the young. Not 
only were his ideas foods for simpletons, 

But Descartes himself, although he can dissimulate the fact with the 
greatest art in what he says, was versatile in every sort of philosophy; 
he was celebrated the world over as a mathematician, solitary in a very 
lonely life, and what matters most of all, he had a mind the likes of 
which not every century can produce. A man of such parts can follow 
his own judgment if he will, but others cannot. Let them read as much 
as Descartes read in Plato, Aristotle, Epicurus, Augustine, Bacon, and 
Galileo. Let them meditate as hard as Descartes did in those long 
retreats of his. Then the world will have philosophers of equal worth. 
But though there is a Descartes and a natural light, there will always 
be lesser men than he. Descartes will reign among them and gather the 
fruit of that plan of wicked politics, to destroy completely those men 
through whom one has reached the peak of power. And here 1 protest 
that . . . 1 have said all these things a bit too clearly and at some length. 
(184-85) 

Descartes achieved authority by charismatically inducing his interlocutors to 
become auditors, in the process drowning out the acoustical complexities of 
tradition, libraries, and languages. 扎1oreover， he aspired to authority as if that 
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were the highest virtue and did so not only by obscuring the past but also by 
narrowing the prospects of the future. 

Vico makes these harsh charges because he cannot imagine a society in 
which it is worth living, in which people should live, or would want to live, 
unless that society values memory and imagination and the futures it builds 
out of them. He loathes intellectuals who would displace historical human 
ambiguities with the coups d' états of such tyrannical gestures as Descartes. 
We might say that of all Vico' s thinking, what matters most to students and 
those affiliated with his work is the need for enduring humility over and against 
ambition, especially the ambition for self-originating authority or its political 
simulacrum. Descartes's complex artificial gestures erased all evidence of his 
own derivative self-creation, of the conditions for the possibility of his own 
being, and in so doing, committed multiple crimes, not least of which is to deny 
the possibility for others to do the continuing work of self and civil formation 
except along the lines authoritarian doctrines pioneer. 

Vico and Descartes have fundamentally different understandings of the 
history and role of philosophy. Vico always historicizes philosophy and the 
philosopher whereas the Cartesian project is actively anti-historical and anti-
historicist, substituting analytic and critical modalities for the active study of 
history. Vico thinks about, judges the relationship between different societies and 
their philosophers, and weighs the consequences to society of the philosophers' 
practices and self-conception. Given that Vico is not simply on the side of the 
ancients, he has a carefully differentiated history of the Greek and Roman forms 
of philosophical practice that specifies their advantages and disadvantages. Vico 
does the history of philosophy in a way that challenges μphilosophy"'s arrogant 
assertion to be alone capable of judging itself. The comparative historical method 
constellates philosophical practices and ideals not only by reference to historical 
context but also by reference to function, aims, values, and effects. Vico does the 
history of philosophy from the prospect of its effects upon the social world and 
the sort of work it enables humans to do in perfecting their finite selves. 

“Philosophers," Vico writes, "have had no function in the world except to 
make the nations among whom they flourished af 
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universalis. In his historical studies, Vico noted that nations flourished when 
philosophers sharply separated themselves from such p叫ects:μWhen the 
community of letters was first established, philosophers contented themselves 
with probabilities and left it to the mathematicians to treat truth. While this 
scheme, of which we have evidence, was maintained in the world, Greece laid 
all the foundations of the sciences and arts. Those most happy centuries fostered 
plenty of incomparable republics, enterprises, works, and great words and 
deeds."22 

Philosophers' concern with probabilities had a corollary in their interest 
in "topics," the value of which Vico derives from Aristotle. Aristotle opens his 
book, Topics, with this goal: 

Our treatise proposes to find a line of inquiry whereby we shall be able 
to reason from opinions that are generally accepted about every problem 
propounded to us, and also shall ourselves, when standing up to an 
argument, avoid saying anything that will obstruct us. First, then, we 
must say what reasoning is, and what its varieties are, in order to grasp 
dialectical deduction: for this is the object of our search in the treatise 
before us. . . . Things are true and primitive which are convincing on the 
strength not of anything else but of themselves; for in regard to the first 
principles of science it is improper to ask any further for the why and 
wherefore of them; each of the first principles should command belief 
in and by itself. On the other hand, those opinions are reputable which 
are accepted by everyone or the majority or by the wise - i.e. by all, or 
by the majority, or by the most notable and reputable of them.23 

Dialectical thinking does not aspire to the certainties of truth mathematics 
identified as μfirst principles." These are self-evident, unavailable for genetic 
inquiry. Mathematics had, according to Vico, "promoted in men a sense of order 
and developed a sense of beauty, fitness, and consistency." Stoicism, howeve巳
misapplied the rules and standards of mathematics to philosoph予 sapping

dialectical thinking by calling its results into question as socially constructed 
rather than epistemologically certain. The Stoics sloganeered their pioneering 
efforts into what Vico calls “their pompous maxim: 'The wise man has no mere 
opinions.川24 Vico reads the Stoics symptomatically as what we might call the 
first appearance of an impossible-to-eradicate virus that parasitically nourishes 
itself upon the “ community of letters" by repeatedly emerging with a bag of 
powerful weapons that are dangerous threats. In this case, the Stoics' ambitions 
not only undermined the topical philosophies but also prepared the ground for 
their‘ own subversion by the skeptics, a point that matters profoundly to Vico 
because to modern skeptics Cartesians have no response. 
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In his debates with Cartesians in Italy and elsewhere, Vico produced a 
historicized account of the consequences of differing philosophical authority 
and ambition. vγhile the classical philosophers produced the best possible 
conditions for art, intelligence, beaut多 and "incomparable republics," the Stoics 
epitomized an aggressive mentality that both reduced the complexities of 
reason to one dimension and cleared the way for even more destructive thought 
practices to follow. 

If Aristotle had conceded the existence of several forms of reason and 
variously valuable outcomes to their implementation, the Stoics had grievously 
assaulted the traditional and social nature of the topics, of reason based on 
commonplaces that enjoyed consent, by specializing philosophy within the 
project of establishing and thinking from first principles. This proto mathesis 

universalis seemingly paradoxically displaced mathematics by co-opting its 
functions into general philosophy. As Vico puts it， μThe school of the Stoics 
arose, and in its ambition, it aimed to disrupt the established order and to 
replace mathematics with their pompous maxim. . . . And the republic of the 
learned had nothing better to benefit by." The Stoic displacement of mathematics 
into philosophy destroyed dialectical reason and abrogated education in the 
topics, so that memory and imagination - learning and poesy - lost status 
and influence. Moreover, their intellectual ambition, by undermining the 
authority of the topics, created the ground of their own defeat by skeptics who 
offered critiques of Stoic truth claims that the latter could not defend. In the 
triple succession among dialectics / topics, Stoicism, and skepticism, Vico sees 
both cultural tragedy and the infection that persists in Cartesianism despite the 
human labor that created the consciousness and fact of human historicality. That 
last in the resumption of societies that sustain and depend upon a community of 
letters, a possibility that Descartes' s assault on learning, as we will see, shows to 
be fragile, never assured. 

If μthe republic of the learned" had nothing better than Stoicism to benefit 
from, then its tragedy lay in the parricidal heirs Stoicism summoned into 
being: "a quite opposite order [of philosophers 1, the skeptics, arose who were 
completely useless to society. They found occasion for scandal in the Stoics, 
since they saw the latter were asserting doubtful pr 
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but accurate as that belated reading might seem, it does some i吋ustice to 
Vico's determination to indict intellectuals for the choice to indulge ambition 
barbarically by corrupting the proper attitude toward the truth. 

Vico does not resolve "truth" into a domain of inescapable games of power 
or efficacy. Rather, he insists that μtruth" has a dignity that the assaults, in 
truth' s name, on the topical, the probabilities, and the dialectical have destroyed 
with horrendous consequences. Vico insists that societies flourish by properly 
venerating 勻即th" within thoughtful institutional structures and practices that, 
as in Aristotle's Topics, admit its multifaceted, multifunctional existence. There 
is "truth" in probability but philosophers, technicians, and politicians can and 
do instrumentalizeμtruth" as science, mathesis, or first principles to sap the 
authority of probability not to allow truth and freedom to flourish - no matter 
how often claimed - but to enable those games of tyranny that Vico recognizes 
in Bacon and Descartes. Moreove耳 that tyranny comes at the expense not only 
of particular memories and traditions, but also of the very possibility of their 
existence and function since mathesis replaces them with supposedly higher 
goals and imperium over-rules them by producing 勻lew traditions.叫

Vico did not believe that Descartes had successfully defended his position 
from skeptical criticism, and so Vico warned that modern historical humanity 
faced consequences similar to those visited by the barbarians in the ancient 
world. "Barbarians," in this case, refers neither to ethnically non-Greeks nor 
to those who ended the Roman Empire from the north. “ Barbarian" refers to 
those pioneering intellectuals who visited "independence" and ignorance upon 
truth and the social world. Vico's short historical narrative makes clear his 
understanding and lays out the values underpinning the foundations of his 1708 
oration. Above all, his extraordinary commitment to truth stands out. 

Ancient and modern barbarians alike cheapened truth by applying in its 
name devices that were out of place. The Stoics made sorites27 a symptom of 
their abuse as Cartesians did demonstration. As the first is an abuse of logic, 
the second, "extended to include probable reasoning and sometimes what is 
plainly false, has profaned the veneration for truth." Vico continually indicts his 
interlocutors for not weighing the out 
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of truth, the habitual frequency of its invocation in the testing of every merely 
probable - only to show, of course, that it is merely without epistemological or 
mathematical foundation - destroys truth's dignity by making it the engine in 
an all-too-familiar gambit of de-authorization, that immediate loss prepares for 
worse. What is that "worse," for Vico? Nothing less than the loss of those skills 
essential to renewing the republic of the learned, which willleave each of our 
generations dependent only upon itself: 

Now we can see the advances, but we do not reckon the great loss that 
accrues to it, not to speak of the much greater loss that will shortly 
accrue because our own good sense has been made the regulator of the 
truth. For now, the ancient philosophers are not read, or very seldom 
read. This will be costly because the mind is like a soil that though 
it may be fertile with mother wit, becomes barren in a short time if 
it is not fertilized with varied reading. And if it at times an ancient 
philosopher is read, he is read in translation, because today; on the 
authority of Descartes, the study of languages is considered useless. 
For Descartes used to say; "To know Latin is to know no more tha叫
Cicero' s servant girl."28 

Of course, those 勻n power" have good reason to obstruct the comparative 
knowledge, the historical knowledge, that might make dominant assumptions 
and practices seem to be arbitrary. Therefore, Cartesianism appears as an early 
version of the official discourse an emerging dominant always requires to assure 
its own position. The consequences of such self-interest, though, are relatively 
minor compared with the effect of such amnesia on the species itself. The 
structural consequences are much worse, threatening a reversion to barbarism. 

All the human effort that went into the elaboration of the species as historical 
humanity disappears in this forgetting. The loss of languages is metonymically 
the loss of memory, of knowledge, of interest in the deposited processes of 
human transformation, and the impossibility of prospecting in the shared labor 
of human culture. Language is the enduring depository of achievement, of 
possibilit多 and， most important, of human reconciliation to its own finitude. 
The politics of such reconciliation is the opposite of imperium and its Baconian 
or Cartesian modes of intellectual arrogance. 
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